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Solar Eclipse at PRJDC
At Piedmont Juvenile Detention, our students were among
the many Americans to witness
firsthand the total solar eclipse on
August 21, 2017. Thanks to the
special safety glasses provided by
Prince Edward County Public
Schools, our students were able to
live like scientists for the day. The
students prepared for the event by
reading informational articles and
visiting the NASA website. In addition, the students completed
eclipse-related activities and
viewed live streaming video links
provided by PECPS.
“It’s just FASCINATING!” exclaimed our detention

superintendent, Image take
n b y CC
CA
Ms. Johnson.
Her enthusiasm was highly contagious. Both the center and educational staff answered questions
from excited students as they cycled between the viewing and live
feed stations. Students’ questions
and comments included:
“Why does it look different
on the west coast?”
“Why’s it getting cooler
outside?”
“Will it get really dark?”
Especially inquisitive amateur scientists tracked the progress
of the eclipse by viewing it as
many as four times during the course of the
afternoon.
by Deirdre Bates and
Nancy Walker
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Celebrating the Solar Eclipse
CCCA celebrated the
Solar Eclipse when, on
Monday August 21st
around 2:41, we had an
86% coverage of the sun
by the moon. In the
week leading up to the
eclipse, our students
were given a few daily
challenge questions to
answer about the
Eclipse. Each teacher
was given a “Get
Eclipsed” guidebook of
facts in which the students could find their
answers. The questions
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ranged from asking about
the science behind the solar eclipse and how ancient
people reacted, to how we
can safely view the eclipse.
On Eclipse Monday during
6th period all the students
came together in the high
school science room for
Solar Eclipse festivities.
Students first played a Kahoot that had all the daily
challenge questions from
the previous week. They
then used black cardstock,
and chalk to predict what

Image
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they thought the Total
Eclipse would look like.
For the last 15 minutes they
could check their predictions when they sat as a
group and watched with
fascination as the eclipse
was livestreamed onto the
classroom SMARTboard.
by
Abigail Pennington CCCA
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Enrichment at Roanoke JDC

Enrichment at Roanoke Valley
Juvenile Detention Center can
come with some unusual twists
and turns concerning the topics covered. The first
clue to the unusual
turns includes coming to school and seeing a whole wall in
the gymnasium fronted with tuned guitars.
The activity, arranged by the Social
Studies teacher, Ms.
Teer, included every
student receiving a
lesson on how to play
the guitar,
and singing, and
strumming.
Some turns in enrichment can be quite severe when it is realized the gym teacher,
Ms. Lonker, invited an
entertaining funeral
director to talk about
how you plan for the
inevitable, and many
of the unusual
plans
people
have
made.
Students
asked many questions during this
presentation!
The turns can also
include the Center
going to the dogs,
therapy dogs that
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is. Every student enjoyed petting Teachers sacrificed for scithe therapy dogs. How could you
ence involving the “total
not? Member One Credit Union
eclipse of the heart;” oops,
gave our students insight into the
I meant to write “solar
world of personal finance. The
eclipse.” All of the students
police also showed up with their
went outside to observe,
impaired driver simulation gogwith proper glasses, the
gles, and it was fun to watch the
solar eclipse.
students try to walk a straight
line. With regards to lines, we
by
did teach some East Coast
Karl Elsea
Swing. The Swing dance has
many turns, and the involved students learned each turn by its
name, and how to perform the
turn.
Mr. McConchie, the math teacher, made
numerous
easels for
our program. Every student
spent a day
painting on

canvas. Mr. King provided the materials
and students provided
the creativity. Examples of student art
work is included.
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A Different Derby Race
I gave each of our students an empty water bottle, an assortment of lids, a drinking
straw, two food skewers precut to fit the drinking straw, assorted colors of masking tape
and a medium size balloon ( Dollar General has the best balloons). Students watched a
short video found at
http://www.hometrainingtools.com/a/balloon-rocket-car-project/ explaining how to create a
car powered by air from a balloon.
The real fun began when I gave each them the same materials, without the balloon,
but with the addition of a small craft motor*, battery pack,*1 and glue stick (same motors
and battery packs we used for Art Bots last year). I provided no instruction, just a challenge
to create a motorized vehicle. They created individual vehicles, then worked together to
solve problems such as how to make the car go faster, how to make the car move in a
straight line, and which lids work best as wheels. They made numerous adjustments and
when they finished, the race was on! Pictured is the winning vehicle.
By
Jewell Cardwell
Highlands Juvenile Detention
Center

Balloon Rocket Car Winner
*12Volt DC Motors cost $2.95 each from Jameco Electronics (800 831-4242)
*1AA Battery Holders with Switch & Leads cost $1.99 each ordered from LED Supply (802
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Dining Hall Gets a New Look
Students at Blue Ridge Juvenile Detention spent the summer giving their dining hall a new
look. They created and painted a mural that would uplift, inspire, and promote growth for
current and future residents. The students worked together to choose people who have historical significance. The people were paired with meaningful quotes that focused on perseverance, determination, and resiliency. These images and ideas provide the students with
ideas to contemplate and even apply to their own lives.
Marcelle Van Yahres
Art teacher, BRJD
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Submit articles in MSWord
format to:
sharingourprogress@gmail.com

A few guidelines for articles:

State Operated Programs

1.

Provide articles that are 75-200 words in
length. If you have more information to
offer the field, include your email so that
you may be contacted.

Thanks to everyone who submitted articles
for Sharing Our Progress this Fall! Please

2.

continue to submit articles for the next
newsletter this upcoming winter season.
Articles must be submitted the 15th day of

article.
3.

Submit graphics as JPGs or GIFs.

4.

Submitted articles written by you or your
staff.

the month before the publication.
Newsletters will be published on the
1st of October, December, March, and
June.

Provide author’s name at the end of the

5.

Proof your article.

6.

Send articles any time.

Thanks for all your support and contributions to our newsletter!!
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